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Abstract We track a remarkably bright and persistent auroral cusp spot emission in the high‐latitude
Northern Hemisphere polar cap, well inside the main auroral oval, for approximately 11 hr on 16 and
17 June 2012. The auroral emissions are presented in both the Lyman‐α and Lyman‐Birge‐Hopfield
bands, as observed by the Special Sensor Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager on board two of the Defense
Meteorological Satellite Programme spacecraft, and supported by detections of precipitating particles
by the same spacecraft. The auroral observations are accompanied by patterns of field aligned currents,
obtained from the Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experiment, along
with ionospheric convection patterns from the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network. These data provide
unprecedented coverage of a cusp spot, unusually seen in both electron and proton aurora.
The location and movement of the auroral emissions, current systems, and ionospheric convection
patterns are extremely distorted under the northward to Y‐component‐dominated interplanetary magnetic
field. The cusp spot emission region is associated with the sunward flow region of the ionosphere. Ion
dispersion signatures are detected on traversal of the region of brightest proton auroral emissions.
Proton‐excited Lyman‐α emissions are most evident following impulses of high solar wind density.
The auroral emissions, field‐aligned current patterns, and ionospheric convection are consistent with a
model of a compressed magnetosphere under strongly northward interplanetary magnetic field, following
an impact of an Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejection and associated magnetic cloud at the
magnetopause, inducing high‐latitude lobe reconnection that progresses increasingly tailward during the
presented interval.

1. Introduction

The investigation of localized auroral emissions, found inside the main auroral oval, provides a method to
remotely sense various phenomena occurring in the wider magnetosphere. For example, under prevailing
northward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) conditions, an auroral “cusp spot” may be observed, as
shown byMilan et al. (2000) and Frey et al. (2002). This emission is found poleward of the main auroral oval
and maps to open magnetic field lines that will be undergoing high‐latitude lobe reconnection at the mag-
netopause (Sandholt et al., 1998). The auroral emissions result from direct precipitation of particles from
themagnetosheath into the polar cap (Escoubet et al., 2013; Fuselier et al., 2003; Milan et al., 2000). The loca-
tion of the cusp spot has been shown to move in response to the east‐west (BY) orientation of the IMF; for BY

< 0 nT and BY> 0 nT in the Northern Hemisphere, it is located in the prenoon and postnoon sectors,
respectively (Frey et al., 2003).

Bryant et al. (2013) identified two types of proton‐induced auroral emissions within the Northern
Hemisphere polar cap, characterizing these emissions by their proximity to the main auroral oval. Their
“polar cap spots” occurred during northward IMF and were found poleward of the main auroral oval.
They attribute these polar cap spots to interactions of the magnetosphere with radially orientated IMF
(primarily negative BX component), at large IMF azimuth angles, so that reconnection occurs in the
high‐latitude lobes on open field lines in the Northern Hemisphere. The polar cap spots are weaker in emis-
sion intensity, andwith less spatial extension, than the other class of auroral emissions, namely, “auroral oval
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spots,”which were shown to occur during either northward or southward IMF. Bryant et al. (2013) reported
that the intensity of the aurora oval spots was proportional to the solar wind density, and therefore the num-
ber of precipitating particles.

Other phenomena associated with northward IMF include High Latitude Detached Arcs (HiLDAs). These
have been associated with the upward NBZ field‐aligned current (FAC) cell produced by lobe reconnection
(Frey, 2007; Frey et al., 2003, 2004; Korth et al., 2005, and references therein). The NBZ current cells are
found poleward of themain Region 1, Region 2 current system, as observed by Iijima et al. (1984), Araki et al.
(1984) and Vennerstrøm et al. (2002), and consist of a pair of upward and downward FACs either side of the
noon‐midnight meridian. HiLDAs are observed in the summer hemisphere (Carter et al., 2018) and are
therefore linked to the increased conductivity, through photoionization, of the sunlit hemisphere.

In this paper we present a detailed and comprehensive study of a Northern Hemisphere cusp spot over an
11 hr period.We accompany the auroral images with supporting data sets of ionospheric convection velocity,
distributions of FACs, and particle precipitation for both ions and electrons. There remains controversy in
the community regarding the physical mechanisms resulting in various high‐latitude, polar cap phenomena,
particularly under northward IMF conditions, such as differences between HiLDAs and cusp spots, and this
paper aims to resolve this issue. This data set provides an unprecedented opportunity to examine the cusp
spot, with respect to both the distribution of FACs across the polar cap and ionospheric convection.
Moreover, this allows us to identify the extreme distortion of the NBZ FAC and auroral morphology during
periods of large IMF BY. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly describe our data sets. In
section 3 we present a selection of images of auroral emissions and FAC distributions, with accompanying
radar data and precipitating particle spectrograms from the interval when the cusp spot was observable.
We present a profile of the accompanying IMF and solar wind conditions for the interval. In section 4 we
discuss our results with respect to the movement of the cusp spot in relation to high‐latitude lobe
reconnection. We conclude in section 5.

2. Data

Images of auroral emissions are obtained by the Special Sensor Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager (SSUSI)
instrument (Paxton & Zhang, 2016; Paxton et al., 1992) for 16 and 17 June 2012. This instrument is flown
on the F16, F17, and F18 Air Force Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) spacecraft. The
SSUSI scanning image spectrograph (SIS) photon‐counting detectors are sensitive to ultraviolet wavelengths
at five spectral wavelengths or bands. In this work we use SSUSI radiance data in the Lyman‐Birge‐Hopfield
long (LBHl) band (165–180 nm) and in the Lyman‐α (121.6 nm) channel. We present data from F16 and F18
only. We exclude data from the F17 instrument, as these have suffered from a lack of response in the
Lymna‐α and atomic oxygen channels, likely due to an issue with the construction of the grating. Images
of polar auroral emissions are built up in swathes over a time period of approximately 20 min, as each
DMSP spacecraft moves along their polar Sun‐synchronous orbital path (Paxton et al., 2018). The images
available in the SSUSI public archive have been corrected for dayglow, and radiances are rectified to
pierce‐point equivalent nadir pointing by the SSUSI project team (Liou et al., 2011; Paxton et al., 2017;
Strickland et al., 1995, 2004; Zhang & Paxton, 2008). The high‐latitude polar cap of each hemisphere is
observed approximately every 1.5 hr by an individual spacecraft. It would have been beneficial to include
Southern Hemisphere SSUSI data in our characterization of the cusp spot for tests of interhemispheric con-
jugacy, but due to the local solar time of the ascending node and the inclination of the orbit at these parti-
cular UTs, only the nightside portion of the polar cap is visible, and therefore, the Southern Hemisphere
data have been omitted from this study.

We also present data from the DMSP F16 and F18 Special Sensor J (SSJ/5) instruments, which monitor both
electron and ion particle precipitation (Redmon et al., 2017), in 20 energy channels between 30 eV and
30 keV.

To accompany the auroral emission images, distributions of FACs are obtained from the Active
Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experiment (AMPERE), acquired from the
measurements of perturbations in the engineering magnetometers onboard the Iridium telecommunica-
tion satellite constellation (Anderson et al., 2000; Waters et al., 2001). These distributions are constructed
by averaging the component FAC maps, available at 2‐min resolution, that occur during each
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DMSP/SSUSI polar cap pass. The inferred current densities provided by AMPERE are given in grids of
1 hr of MLT by 1° of colatitude.

We make use of ionospheric convection velocity data, available at 2‐min resolution, from the Super Dual
Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN, e.g., Chisham et al., 2007; Greenwald et al., 1995; Nishitani et al.,
2019). All available radar data have been processed using the SuperDARN software FitACF, Version 3.0,
using the Radar Software Toolkit 4.2 (SuperDARN Data Analysis Working Group et al., 2018), and assimi-
lated using the map potential technique (Ruohoniemi & Baker, 1998). A new method to refine the latitude
selection of the Heppnard‐Maynard boundary that defines the lower limit in latitude of ionospheric convec-
tion has been employed, by using AMPERE data to derive a proxy for the boundary between the Regions 1
and 2 currents (Fogg et al., 2020). Vectors with speeds of less than 100 m s−1 are not considered in our
analysis here.

Solar wind data examined in this paper were obtained from the OMNI database (King & Papitashvili, 2005),
which have been adjusted in time for propagation to the dayside bow shock.

3. Results

In Figure 1 we plot the IMF and solar wind conditions, geomagnetic indices, plus total currents from
AMPERE and mean radiances from SSUSI, encompassing the time interval of the observable cusp spot. In
Figure 1a, we plot the IMF BY and BZ components, plus the magnitude of the IMF, in pink, green, and gray.
The IMF is northward (positive BZ), except for a few short excursions below 0 nT before 23 hr UT, before
turning definitely southward at ∼05 hr UT. We observe a rotation in the IMF BY and BZ components during
this interval. The BY component changes from near zero, to positive, through to negative and back to positive
again, and it remains positive for the remainder of the interval. The BZ component skims zero, rises to posi-
tive, and then back to near zero, before returning to highly positive, or northward, until the southward turn-
ing at ∼05 hr UT. This is evidence of a passing interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME) with an
embedded magnetic cloud structure. In Figure 1b, we plot the solar wind density (gray), solar wind speed
(sky blue), and solar wind pressure (brown). The solar wind speed varies smoothly throughout, and there-
fore, variations in the solar wind pressure are driven by the fluctuations in the solar wind density. In
Figure 1c we plot the upper and lower auroral electrojet indices AU and AL. These indices show some activ-
ity between 21 and 23 hr UT, followed by prolonged bays from shortly before 03 hr UT. In Figure 1d we plot,
in orange, the derived magnetopause stand‐off distance at the subsolar point in this panel, calculated using
the model of Shue and Song (2002). This derived magnetopause distance is dependent on the instantaneous
solar wind dynamic pressure and IMF BZ component. Under this model, the magnetopause would be con-
siderably compressed from its nominal value of 10 RE, between approximately 20 and 03 hr UT. This com-
pression occurs even under strongly northward IMF conditions and is driven by the large solar wind
pressures as shown in Figure 1b. We also plot the SYM‐H index, in gray, which measures deviations in hor-
izontal components of the geomagnetic field and senses variations in the ring current. SYM‐H is large and
very positive throughout this entire period, indicating the absence of any geomagnetic storm at this time
but showing the extreme effect of the compressed magnetosphere on ground magnetic perturbations. In
Figure 1e we plot the total upward and downward current, given in MA and plotted in red and blue, respec-
tively, for a dayside polar cap region limited in spatial extent between 0° and 12° colatitude and between 6
and 18 hrMLT. These total currents were calculated fromAMPERE current densities, using an assumed alti-
tude of 110 km, at 2‐min resolution. Following a more relaxed threshold as recommended by Clausen et al.
(2012), current densities with values equal or greater than 0.1 μA m−2 absolute current magnitude were
included. In Figure 1f we plot the mean radiances as measured by SSUSI for the LBHl (purple) and
Lyman‐α (sky blue) emissions. The mean radiances taken from the same spatial region as that of
Figure 1e are marked by the empty rectangles, whereas the mean emissions for each whole SSUSI image
are marked by filled rectangles. An increase in the mean emissions in the dayside polar cap, particularly
for the LBHl emissions, is observed from 22 hr UT and continues to be elevated for the remainder of the
interval. After 07 hr UT (not shown), there is no visible auroral cusp spot inside the polar cap, when we
determine this interval to end. The Lyman‐α emissions in the polar cap region are much weaker and are
not raised above that of the main auroral oval, only showing significant enhancements at 22:09 and
01:36 hr UT, at times approximately coincident with increases in the solar wind density. In Figure 1g we
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plot the cross polar cap potential, obtained from the SuperDARN plots described in section 2. The behavior
of the cross polar cap potential follows the expected lack of dayside driving under northward IMF conditions.
Increases in the cross polar cap potential are seen coincident with southward turnings of the IMF,
particularly after ∼04 hr UT.

An auroral cusp spot is weak, but visible in DMSP/SSUSI data from the Northern Hemisphere, beginning
with the F18 satellite pass that starts at 20:21 hr UT on 16 June 2012. Although there is an F16 pass imme-
diately prior to this F18 pass where the emission in the polar cap is nonzero, it is extremely weak and diffuse
and is not spatially confined to a spot feature. This F16 pass prior to 20:21 hr UT does not observe the noon
region of the polar cap at latitudes greater than 10° colatitude. The spot is then visible until the F18 pass that
ends on 06:54 hr UT on 17 June 2012. In Figures 2–5, we plot selected DMSP, AMPERE, and SuperDARN
data from this period, to illustrate the evolution and movement of the auroral cusp spot in the Northern
Hemisphere over the varying solar wind conditions.

Figure 1. IMF (a) and solar conditions (b) during the appearance of the cusp spot, where IMF BY is in pink, BZ is green, and BT is in gray; solar wind density,
speed, and flux are colored gray, blue, and brown, respectively. We also plot geomagnetic auroral indices (c) and SYM‐H (gray), and Shue and Song (2002)
modeled magnetopause location (orange, d). Dayside current amplitudes are shown in (e) where red is for upward and blue for downward current.
Mean SSUSI‐derived radiances are shown in (f), where purple and blue symbols are for LBH‐long and Lyman‐α radiances respectively, and where empty symbols
are for the mean dayside polar cap SSUSI‐image‐derived radiances only, whereas filled symbols show mean values from the whole SSUSI image.
The SuperDARN‐derived cross polar cap potential (g) during our period of interest. Times are marked in UT (hr), and the time series runs from late 16 June 2012
into the first part of 17 June 2012. Arrows above the first panel indicate midtimes of the polar cap orbital passes presented in Figures 2–5, with vertical lines in gray
marking the stop and start times of each pass. Each panel is described in detail in the text.
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Figure 2. A selection of images relevant to DMSP F18 Orbit 13727. Top left: FAC distributions, with overlaid LBH‐l contours (purple). Top right: ionospheric
convection flows, color coded by speed, with LBH‐l as before. Middle left and right: LBH‐l then Lyman‐α emissions with contours of upward and downward
FAC, in red and blue, respectively. Bottom left and right: electron and ion spectrograms. In the top four panels, a satellite track is marked in dark pink. Labels on
these panels, connected to points of interest on the satellite tracks via lines in pink, refer to the features marked on the spectrograms.
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Each figure consists of six panels. The upper four images are plotted on a magnetic local time (MLT), mag-
netic colatitude grid, with 12 hrMLT to the top of each panel and 18 hrMLT to the left. DMSP satellite tracks
are shown in pink. Annotations along these tracks, labeled by symbols, refer to features of interest that we
discuss further in the text below.

The top left panel of each figure shows the distribution of AMPERE FAC densities averaged over the dura-
tion of the SSUSI Northern Hemisphere high‐latitude pass, with red indicating upward currents and blue
indicating downward currents. The top right panel shows SuperDARN ionospheric flows colored by speed,
constructed from data in the 2‐min interval closest to themidpoint of the orbital polar cap pass. The flows are
shown as “flag poles,” with the “flag” indicating the direction of flow. Speeds range from 100 m s−1 at the
blue end of the color scale, to 1,000 m s−1, which are colored red. The middle left panel contains an image
of DMSP/SSUSI LBHl emissions, and the middle right panel contains an image of DMSP/SSUSI Lyman‐α
emissions with AMPERE contours.

On all of the image panels, concentric rings and lines in dark red indicate colatitudes at 10° and 20° colati-
tude and the noon‐midnight and dawn‐duskmeridians. Contours are plotted at 4‐kV intervals, with the posi-
tive cell indicated by the dashed lines. Note that the color bars of the DMSP/SSUSI emissions have been
scaled to highlight auroral features inside the polar cap region.

In the bottom left and right panels we plot DMSP SSJ/5 particle precipitation data as spectrograms for both
electrons and ions, respectively, to accompany the auroral emissions in the preceding images. Vertical lines
marked with labels refer to the same features as found on the satellite tracks in the preceding images. Panels
are stamped with details of the date, DMSP satellite, orbit number, hemisphere, and time in hr UT of each
SSUSI pass of the high‐latitude polar cap where relevant.

For F18 Orbit Pass 13727, the auroral cusp spot emissions are bright for both LBHl and Lyman‐α, as shown
in the feature marked between α and β in Figure 2. A weak transpolar arc is seen in the LBHl emissions in
the postdusk sector. Across noon, sunward flow vectors are seen, with a suggestion of an anticlockwise cell
in the high‐latitude postnoon sector. The satellite track bisects the cusp spot, moving from left to right in the
images. High fluxes of both electrons and ions are seen between α and β, and between these times, an ion
dispersion signature is seen. A second, but shorter and less energetic ion dispersion signature is observed
between β and γ. The ion dispersion signature is indicative of high‐latitude lobe reconnection, as established
by Chisham et al. (2004, and references therein). During this DMSP pass, the IMF BY component becomes
increasingly positive. This will move the lobe reconnection site eastward, as shown by the position of upward
NBZ FAC cell slightly toward noon from a nominal IMF BY=0 position, seen in both Figure 2 first and sec-
ond rows whereby the red upward cell begins to encroach into the postnoon sector. SuperDARN ionospheric
flows, observed at a timemid‐DMSP pass at 22:13 hr UT, are observed in the postnoon sector, in the region of
the downward NBZ FAC cell. The solar wind density is extremely elevated immediately prior to this pass, as
shown in Figure 1b. Just before this polar‐cap pass, a negative excursion is seen in the AL index, as shown in
Figure 1c, perhaps indicative of a small substorm that has been provoked by the arrival of the large pressure
pulse just before 22 hr UT. Figure 1d shows that SYM‐H is very large and positive during this pass, indicating
a compression of the dayside magnetopause. The upward and downward polar cap FACs are of similar mag-
nitude, as observed in Figure 1e.

We examine F18 Pass 13728 in Figure 3. By 23:43 hr UT the IMF BY component has returned to a small but
positive value, and the IMF remains strongly northward. The NBZ FAC cells inside the polar cap have
moved to a more symmetrical distribution about noon as compared to that in Figure 2. These
high‐latitude NBZ FACs have high current densities and are more apparent than the Regions 1 and 2
FACs, which are weakly observed at latitudes below ∼78° latitude. The magnitudes of the NBZ current den-
sities, as shown in Figure 1e, have increased. The brightest LBHl emissions are seen along the noonmeridian
and extend slightly into the night side of the polar cap. These brightest emissions are found in between the
NBZ FAC cells, suggesting that they correspond to the sunward convection region. The Lyman‐α emissions
are brightest at the highest latitudes and fade quickly equatorward. Themean emissions are bright compared
to the rest of the auroral oval, as shown in Figure 1f, particularly for the LBHl emissions. The satellite trans-
ects the cusp spot between δ and ϵ, when high fluxes are seen in both the electron and ion spectrograms. Two
ion dispersion signatures can be seen in quick succession in the spectrograms, as the satellite track crosses
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the emission region between approximately 85° and 80° latitude. The ionospheric flows, observed at time
mid‐DMSP pass at 23:54 hr UT, here are again observed only in a spatially limited region and are colocated
with the postnoon downward NBZ FAC cell. However, these flows are consistent with sunward flow

Figure 3. A selection of images relevant to DMSP F18 Orbit 13728. The format of the plots follows that of Figure 2.
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colocated with the cusp spot as suggested by the NBZ currents. During this pass, the solar wind density pulse
seen during the previously presented pass has subsided, but the absolute values of these densities are still
elevated above that of a nominal solar wind.

The cusp spot has moved to the postnoon sector by F16 Pass 44699, as shown in Figure 4. The IMF BY com-
ponent has increased to a high positive value of approximately 30 nT and remains high for the rest of the
time series. The IMF continues to be strongly northward. The positive high‐latitude NBZ FAC cell domi-
nates the polar cap spatially and is highly distorted and has moved from the dawn to the dusk side. The
downward cell is pushed toward dusk. The magnitudes of the polar cap FACs are similar and large, at
∼2.25 MA. Both LBHl and Lyman‐α emissions are bright, and Figure 1f shows that the mean emissions
inside the polar cap are much stronger than the rest of the polar cap emissions. The emissions are found
at the eastern edge of the upward NBZ FAC cell and in the gap between the upward and downward cells,
placing it in the region of sunward flows. Ionospheric flow vectors are seen distributed in various places
at different locations within the polar cap, as shown in the top right‐hand panel of Figure 4. However, sun-
ward ionospheric flows are seen between the downward and upward FAC cells. Flows, observed at a time
mid‐DMSP pass at 01:09 hr UT, about dusk head toward the nightside, suggesting a complicated convection
pattern on this side of the polar cap. The particle precipitation data skims the sunward side of the polar cap,
but various features can be seen in the spectrograms. The equatorward edge of the main auroral oval is seen
prior to ζ. A reversed dispersion signature is seen between ζ and η, but at lower energies than the previously
observed signatures. θmarks the poleward edge of the main auroral oval near noon. The solar wind density
remains high above 40 cm−3.

For the F16 Pass 44700, the auroral emissions are observed, but only in the LBHl band, pushed far into the
dusk sector, as presented in Figure 5. The IMF BY component is at its largest for the time period presented, at
around 40 nT. These emissions are colocated at the edge of the large upward NBZ FAC cell that extends from
before just prior to noon until dusk. The downward NBZ FAC cell is indistinguishable from the weak Region
1 distribution of FAC at lower latitudes, as shown by the dominance of the upward polar cap NBZ FAC cur-
rent magnitude trace in Figure 1e. Ionospheric flows, observed at a timemid‐DMSP pass at 02:51 hr UT, that
are located at the equatorward edge of the auroral emissions flow sunward on the dayside, in the postnoon
sector. The satellite track clips the equatorward edge of the main auroral oval, and the particle precipitation
data do not present any remarkable features. The solar wind density at this time remains elevated above
nominal values but has dropped considerably from the large peak seen during previous passes to approxi-
mately 20 cm−3. In Figure 1c, we see the start of a prolonged bay in the AL index. This bay may be associated
with a tail reconnection during IMF‐northward non‐substorm event (TRINNI) (Grocott et al., 2003, 2004), as
shown by the suggestion of a nightside auroral bulge seen in a previous DMSP/SSUSI image (not shown),
although by this satellite pass, we barely sample the nightside portion of the polar cap. Strong westward
ionospheric flows are, however, seen on the nightside in the premidnight sector, in the top right‐hand plot
of Figure 5.

The cusp spot emission remains near dusk for the remainder of the period when it is observable. The last
observation of the cusp spot ends at 06:54 hr UT, when it is found at approximately 70°. This is consistent
with the turn to southward IMF after 04:50 hr UT, and the IMF remains southward after this time, albeit
under strong IMF BY positive conditions. The southward turning of the IMF would imply the commence-
ment of low‐latitude dayside reconnection, under the Expanding/Contracting Polar Cap model (Milan et al.,
2012). By the end of the time period of Figure 1, the solar wind density is high, still around 20 cm−3, although
these densities aremuch reduced from those observed previously in the sequence. The upward NBZ FAC cell
remains dominant and in the dusk sector. The AL index, in Figure 1c post 4 hr UT, shows several negative
bays, indicative of a series of substorms. Beyond this time period, there are no auroral emissions in the polar
cap that are discernible located poleward of the main auroral oval.

4. Discussion

We have presented a sequence of images of auroral emissions with accompanying simultaneous maps of
FACs, ionospheric convection, and in situ particle precipitation data, which has tracked the appearance
and movement of a high‐latitude cusp spot inside the Northern Hemisphere polar cap auroral oval during
a period of unusual and remarkable solar wind conditions. This cusp spot is remarkable due to its long
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duration, over approximately 11 hr, and its extreme displacement from the noon sector. The orientation of
the IMF changes steadily over the interval, from northward BY dominated, which has allowed the extreme
distortion of the convection cells, the NBZ FAC structure, and the location of the auroras to be studied.

Figure 4. A selection of images relevant to DMSP F16 Orbit 44699. The format of the plots follows that of Figure 2.
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The IMF and solar wind observations, especially with respect to the rotation in the IMF BY and BZ compo-
nents during the interval, suggest the passage of a magnetic cloud associated with an ICME. An ICME with
magnetic cloud is listed for the interval in an online updated version of the catalog published by Richardson
and Cane (2010). The cusp spot occurs during a period of high‐magnitude IMF, which is primarily north-
ward throughout the interval. Both the movement of the auroral cusp spot and the distribution of the
NBZ FACs are consistent with the changes in the orientation of the IMF BY component, following the beha-
vior of ionospheric convection under varying IMF as described by Cowley (2000). Phan et al. (2003) have pre-
viously observed cusp spot proton emission, associated with an ICME, but under lower solar wind dynamic
pressure conditions. The proton cusp spot in this case lasted approximately 5.5 hr. The role of solar wind
dynamic pressure in controlling the nature of the cusp spot proton‐excited Lyman‐α emission has been
demonstrated by Frey et al. (2002). Recently, Østgaard et al. (2018) presented a case where a cusp spot
was observed at an extremely distorted MLT position in electron‐induced auroral emissions but was unde-
tected via proton emissions. This cusp spot occurred around 17 hrMLT under large and positive IMF BY con-
ditions and was found slightly duskward of a region of upward FAC as determined by the CHAMP
spacecraft. The CHAMP spacecraft made localized measurements of FACs and was, therefore, not able to
observe global patterns of NBZ currents such as those obtained by AMPERE. Østgaard et al. (2018) presented
their cusp spot as a case of HiLDA emission. We dispute this, however, and attribute the observed emission
to direct precipitation along open field lines under a scenario of lobe reconnection occurring at the
high‐latitude magnetopause under northwards IMF conditions, rather than HiLDAs, which are colocated
with the upward NBZ FAC cell (Carter et al., 2018). The absence of proton‐induced emission in the
Østgaard et al. (2018) case may be due to lower observed solar wind proton densities, at around 20 cm−3,
compared to the higher densities, up to ∼60 cm−3 seen at the beginning of this interval. In this case, when
the densities have dropped to approximately 20 cm−3 during F16 Orbit Pass 44700, electron‐induced auroral
emission remains observable, whereas proton‐induced emission does not. The cusp spot presented in this
case in this paper shows how cusp spots at extreme MLTs can develop by tracking the cusp spot under a
changing IMF orientation with respect to the NBZ FAC pattern.

Cusp spot auroral emissions are observed in the polar cap and are seen at the eastern side of the upward NBZ
FAC cell, or straddling the spatial region between the upward and downward NBZ FAC cells. The NBZ
FACs during this interval cover a large spatial area of the polar cap and show total current magnitudes that
are more often seen for the Regions 1 and 2 current systems (Coxon et al., 2014, 2016). Peak magnitudes of
the current densities in the limited dayside high‐latitude region inside of 12° colatitude reached 4.2 μA m−2

for the upward current and −5.7 μA m−2 for the downward current. Peak magnitudes in NBZ current
reached 0.13 MA (which occurred at 11° colatitude and 11 hr MLT) and −0.06 MA (which occurred at
8° colatitude and 17 hr MLT) for upward and downward currents, respectively, assuming a height of
110 km. These values are comparable to those seen by Araki et al. (1984), who also showed that the NBZ cur-
rents exhibited larger current densities than those of Region 1. The NBZ FACs respond as expected, with the
orientation of the IMF BY component, so that under highly positive IMF BY conditions, the upward cell
moves toward noon. Themovement of the NBZ cells, with respect to the prevailing IMF conditions, has been
shown on a statistical basis in Carter et al. (2017) and Carter et al. (2018). There is no time delay suggested
between changes in the distribution of the upward and downward NBZ FAC cell, under large variations in
direction of the IMF BY component, and those of the auroral emissions. The dayside polar cap responds
quickly to changes in the magnitude and orientation of the IMF. The fast response of the polar cap FACs
to changes in IMF orientation was recently demonstrated by Taguchi et al. (2015) during a transition from
a IMF BZ‐dominated to IMF BY‐dominated scenario in approximately 10 min, and again by Coxon et al.
(2019) following a statistical study of FACs, which also showed a 10‐min response at high latitude. The
IMF turns briefly southward twice after 20 hr UT on 16 June 2012 and each time for 4 min in duration.
Lockwood et al. (2003) observed a brightening of Lyman‐α emission associated with a cusp spot during a
southward turning of the IMF, which also moved the cusp spot equatorward. The southward turnings in this
study last for a much shorter duration than the expected propagation time of the solar wind through the
magnetosheath, of approximately 8 min. In addition, the cadence of SSUSI images does not allow us to fol-
low any slight equatorward shift of the cusp spot during these brief incursions to southward IMF, unlike the
fast 2‐min resolution used by Lockwood et al. (2003), and we do not see any short‐term brightening of the
cusp spot auroral emissions associated with the southward turnings at these times.
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We do not observe LBHl emissions that are colocated with the upward NBZ FAC cell, or HiLDAs (Frey,
2007; Korth et al., 2014, and references therein). It has been demonstrated that HiLDAs are seen in the sum-
mer hemisphere (Carter et al., 2018; Frey et al., 2004), in the LBHl band, resulting primarily from electron

Figure 5. A selection of images relevant to DMSP F16 Orbit 44700. The format of the plots follows that of Figure 2.
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precipitation, rather than in the Lyman‐α band, that results from precipitating protons. It has been suggested
that these HiLDAs are controlled by solar wind speed, rather than solar wind density, occurring when the
solar wind density is below 4 cm−3 (Frey et al., 2004), although the mechanism for this limitation has not
been established. The interval here exhibits very high densities, at times reaching 60 cm−3. We illustrate
that we are observing cusp spot, rather than HiLDA emission, by plotting both LBHl and Lyman‐α
contours on a single image of FACs in Figure 6. The FAC image is taken from AMPERE data obtained in
the 2‐min interval around 01:10 hr UT. We only plot contours for the brightest emissions. Both LBHl and
Lyman‐α are spatially colocated, and the brightest emission contours occur in the narrow region between
the downward and upward FAC NBZ cells.

We attribute the auroral emissions observed, in both the LBHl and Lyman‐α bands, to direct precipitation
under lobe reconnection at the high‐latitude magnetopause, forming a cusp spot in the high‐latitude polar
cap. This cusp spot moves gradually into the high‐latitude polar cap, extending beyond the dawn‐dusk mer-
idian (e.g., Figure 6), as lobe connection continues under the prolonged northward IMF conditions, mapping
increasingly antisunward into the lobes of the magnetosphere. We illustrate this scenario in Figure 7 for the
dayside polar cap, where the Sun is toward the top of the image and the open/closed field line boundary is
represented by the green semicircle. Figure 7a is for IMF BY≃0 nT, and Figure 7b is for IMF BY>0 nT con-
ditions. The antisunward extension of the spot occurs as magnetic tension forces on newly reconnected lobe
field lines initially pulls them sunward, such that the reconnection X‐line maps to higher latitudes than the
dayside open/closed field line boundary. Particle precipitation, resulting in dispersed signatures in the case
of ions, and auroral emission occur on these newly reconnected field lines downstream, that is, sunward, of
the reconnection X line. Hence, we place the X line at the most antisunward edge of the emission, as seen in
Figure 7a or 7b. The cusp spot or ion dispersion is shown by the purple shaded areas in the figure, with the
gradient showing the sense of dispersion from high to low energy. If the reconnection rate exceeds the rate at
which the field lines are convected sunward and then azimuthally, the X line will progress antisunward. The
cusp spot location in Figure 7 is different to that of the HiLDA emission as shown in Figure 5 of Carter et al.

Figure 6. FACs image, with upward currents in red and downward currents in blue, with contours for LBHl (green) and
Lyman‐α (sky blue) emission, during one particular satellite pass. Contours are plotted at 1.6, 2.2, 2.8, 5.0, and 10 kR.
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(2018), which is illustrated to be colocated with the upward FAC cell inside the polar cap. The difference in
location reflects the difference in mechanism between the two phenomena.

The solar wind density is extremely high throughout this interval, implying that there are sufficient numbers
of particles to cause detectable auroral emissions in both the LBHl and Lyman‐α bands. The Lyman‐α
(proton) emission becomes undetectable from 02:40 hr UT, before that of the LBHl (mainly electron)
emissions. The dayside polar cap LBHl emissions show marked increases in mean radiance (empty purple
rectangles, Figure 1f), as opposed to the total polar cap radiances (filled purple rectangles). In contrast,
the dayside polar cap Lyman‐α emissions (empty blue rectangles) dominate the total polar cap mean
radiances when very high density pulses (>40 cm−3) are observed in the solar wind, indicating that an
increase in total number of precipitating particles is required to make the Lyman‐α emissions (protons)
observable by the SSUSI cameras. This is consistent with the statement of Bryant et al. (2013) that higher
quantities of precipitating particles lead to brighter auroral emissions in polar cap spots. We interpret the
auroral spot as occurring on open field lines following high‐latitude reconnection. After the IMF has turned
southward at 04:50 hr UT on 17 June 2012, the cusp spot is still visible in the LBHl emissions for approxi-
mately 2.5 hr, but it is no longer seen beyond 07 hr UT. This may indicate that high‐latitude lobe reconnec-
tion is still possible during this time under such IMF BY‐dominated conditions and the extremely distorted
cusp spot, ionospheric flows, and NBZ current distribution reflect the persistence of this phenomenon
beyond the southward turning of the IMF. The cusp spot will then persist until the IMF BY component
reduces, or when precipitating particles associated with the reconnected field lines have drained into the
polar cap and the spot becomes subvisual.

Several passes of the DMSP satellites bisect the region of brightest cusp spot emission, and we observe a colo-
cated reverse ion‐dispersion signature with this emission in the spectrograms of Figures 2–5. In some satel-
lite passes, the dispersion signature may occur twice. Ion dispersion signatures are well‐established
indicators of high‐latitude lobe reconnection (Burch et al., 1980; Chisham et al., 2004). There is debate in
the community regarding the nature of patchy reconnection signatures, and cusp spots provide one observa-
ble to study this phenomenon. However, the time resolution of the DMSP/SSUSI data per polar cap traversal
does not allow for such an investigation here.

We support the auroral emission and FAC data with ionospheric convection flows, as obtained by
SuperDARN. The flows are often sparse, but those that appear are more prevalent on the dayside. The
flows are associated with the eastern edge of the area of brightest auroral emissions, initially moving sun-
ward and then rotating toward either dawnward or duskward. The flows are strongest in the channel
between the two NBZ cells. The dusk cell is more often seen in the data, for example, Orbit 13727 in
Figure 2. Later in the interval, flows appear on the nightside, coincident with the appearance of an
increased nightside auroral bulge.

Figure 7. Schematic of the polar cap under extremely northward IMF conditions, for (a) BY≃ 0 nT and (b) BY » 0 nT. Noon is to the top and dusk to the left.
The dayside portion of the open/closed field line boundary is shown in green. The footprint of the lobe reconnection X line is shown by the dashed green
line. The shaded purple areas show regions of aurora and dispersion ions, sunward of the X lines. Two sunward convection cells are drawn inside the
polar cap. The dawn cell, shown in red, is associated with upward FAC, and the dusk cell, shown in blue, with downward FAC.
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At the end of the interval, the main auroral oval expands to lower latitudes under southward IMF conditions,
and some nighttime auroral bulge activity is seen in the later nightside, as low‐latitude dayside reconnection
begins, eroding the dayside magnetopause and adding flux to the polar cap (Milan et al., 2012). This coin-
cides with the end of the interval and the disappearance of the cusp spot auroral emissions.

5. Conclusions

We have presented an interval when spatially large NBZ FACs that dominated the main Regions 1 and 2
FAC systems were seen inside the polar cap over an 11‐hr period. Simultaneously with the appearance of
these currents were observations of both electron and proton precipitation, which resulted in an auroral
cusp spot. This cusp spot extended from the east side of the upward NBZ cell to the western flank of the
downward NBZ cell in the sunward flow region. The study of cusp spots in the ionosphere provides a method
to remotely investigate reconnection sites at the more distant magnetopause. Peaks in auroral emissions are
associated with pulses in solar wind density. Ionospheric convection in the dayside polar cap, particularly on
the dusk and evening side of the polar cap, showed flows in a direction compatible with convection cells
associated with lobe reconnection. The cusp spot and associated high‐latitude FACs both changed location
under the influence of the large and mainly positive IMF BY component yet during sustained northward
IMF BZ positive conditions, which extremely distorted the polar cap features from a nominal BY = 0 nT dis-
tribution. The long duration of the cusp spot and presence of NBZ FAC cells and their movement, along with
the observed cusp dispersion signatures, is compatible with a model of sustained reconnection at the
high‐latitude magnetopause in the lobe regions occurring at increasing tailward locations as the IMF north-
ward conditions persist under a changing BY orientation. The interval is truncated by a southward turning of
the IMF and subsequence dayside driving of the magnetopause and expansion of the polar cap.

Data Availability Statement

The DMSP/SSUSI file type EDR‐AUR data were obtained from http://ssusi.jhuapl.edu (data Version 0106,
software Version 7.0.0, and calibration period Version E0018). AMPERE data were obtained online (from
http://ampere.jhuapl.edu). Solar wind data were obtained from the NASA/GSFC OMNI facility (http://
omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov) and included the geomagnetic and auroral indices SYM‐H, AU, and AL as provided
by the WDC for Geomagnetism, Kyoto (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/wdc/Sec3.html). The ICME list used
is found online (at http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/DATA/level3/icmetable2.htm). The authors
acknowledge the use of SuperDARN data. SuperDARN is a collection of radars funded by national scientific
funding agencies of Australia, Canada, China, France, Japan, South Africa, United Kingdom, and United
States of America. SuperDARN data can be found online (at https://www.bas.ac.uk/project/superdarn/
#data).
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